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Smartphone App Tracks Trick-or-Treaters

Halloween is meant to be
a fun & scary holiday, but, as parents would undoubtedly agree, not a dangerous
one. Costumes, creepy decorations and, for better or worse, eating tons of candy
are the hardcore traditions of the ghoulish day, and in today’s high-tech world,
Iconosys unveils a new Smartphone app that enables responsible parents to know
the exact whereabouts of their trick-or-treating kids without requiring them to follow
alongside in the family car (risking the lives of others that may stray into their
paths, as they are distracted by the task of diligently watching their children from
the car window).
Iconosys, Inc., the Laguna Hills, CA developer of safety enhancing mobile apps for
the Smartphone that help curb Distracted Driving, (Texting While Driving/Mobile
Phone Talking While Driving) and Cyberbullying, among other dangerous societal
problems, has created TrickorTracker so that parents can safely monitor their kids
via their Smartphone, while their children are out and about gathering treats.
TrickorTracker is free of charge for Halloween (it does expire afterwards), or can be
purchased for $9.99 thereafter for full lifetime coverage of family members.
“Kids are highly vulnerable even in large groups when they trick-or-treat,”
commented Wayne Irving II, inventor of the TrickorTracker and Iconosys CEO and
Founder. “It’s nighttime, kids are going door-to-door taking gifts from mostly people
they don’t know, they are in costume/disguised and their parents may be miles
away. TrickorTracker can help give parents peace of mind without sacrificing any of
the Halloween holiday fun.”
To highlight several of the new app’s important features:
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·TrickorTracker can locate a trick-or-treater with the touch of a single button on the
user’s Smartphone for ultimate convenience.
·The app installs easily on both the parent’s phone and the child’s own phone
(note-- if the child is too young to use a Smartphone, Iconosys believes that they
are probably too young to trick-or-treat without being accompanied by a parent or
guardian in any event).
·The TrickorTracker is available in English as well as Spanish.
·Messages can be sent to the child’s phone using a special code that is picked up
and responded to via pre-set coordinates.
·The child’s phone will have special “Where Am I?” and “Where’s My Parent?”
buttons, and the parent’s phone will have a corresponding “Where’s My Child?”
button.
·Parents can program their phone to receive messages at regular intervals --or more
often if necessary -- revealing exactly where their child is on an hourly basis.
·Only the child’s phone must be an Android OS phone. For the parent, any Google
maps-loaded phone (including iPhone, Blackberry, or Windows Phone 7) will work
using a simple manual process. If both parent and child have Android phones, 2-way
parent-child tethering is available, so the child knows where the parent is.
·The app also has a very handy flashlight feature that illuminates the phone screen,
casting a ray of light on a child's path and allowing them to travel more safely in the
dark or into their treat bag to sneak a treat along their journey. This is available in
white and five glow-stick colors (orange, pink, blue, red, and green).
“The bottom line is that we have designed this technology to promote safety and
security for the children who are out there celebrating what should be a fun and
happy Halloween experience,” added Irving.
TrickorTracker is now available for download from the Android Market,
Iconosys.com, TrickOrTracker.com, Payloadz.com, Handango.com, Getjar.com,
Pocketgear.com, and Cnet.com.
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